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Abstract: The aim of the present 

study is a comparative study of 

Farabi and Harvey’s theoretical 

apparatus about their ideal city. 

The method of this research is 

theoretical comparison using 

content analysis method. Accor-

ding to the theoretical framework 

and dimensions of the research 

methodology of the theoretical 

system, in this section, the views 

of Farabi and Harvey are compa-

red.  The research results show 

that Farabi’s theoretical meta-

phor is organic and Harvey’s 

metaphor is construction (in-

frastructure and superstructure). 

Farabi also uses the exponential 

method to explain the ideal city, 

but Harvey uses the dialectical 

method.  Farabi sees the ideal 

city as having an orderly hierar-

chy but a class-military Harvey 

with confl ict. Farabi proposes 

help and cooperation as a way to 

prosperity in the city, but Harvey 

proposes focused global move-

ments to achieve the right of the 

city, and awaits “moments of 

creative destruction.” Finally, the 

results showed that there is a fun-

damental diff erence between the 

utopia of Farabi and Hawari, one 

that emphasizes order, stability, 

hierarchy and the other on con-

fl ict, change and expropriation.
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Introduction

Human history has been 

the history of human thought to 

build an ideal society for a bet-

ter life, in the sense that human 

beings have always thought of 

an ideal society that can provide 

the best and most suitable life for 

itself.  These ideals about socie-

ty or the city are crystallized in 

human thought and in diff erent 

cultures in diff erent ways.  The 

city is on the one hand a “phi-

losophical-scientifi c” category 

and on the other hand a “spatial-

-temporal” phenomenon.  It is 

philosophical because its mental-

-identity dimensions are within 

the range of dynamic cultural-ar-

tistic values and it is a scientifi c 

category because it has objective 

and physical dimensions that in 

all socio-economic, spatial, etc. 

fi elds have scientifi c criteria and 

standards that can be measured 

and evaluated.  .  The city, as a 

temporal-spatial category, was 

created at a specifi c point, evol-

ved in space, and grew over time.  

Over time, ideas about the city 

have shifted from philosophical 

thoughts to theories of science, 

but in both of these areas of hu-

man knowledge, he has sought 

a society in which there are no 

signs and anomalies, and in fact 

is an earthly paradise in which 

man can  Live according to your 

desires and realize your talents.  

Examples of these idealizations 

of Farabi’s “utopia” in the history 

of Islam, and perhaps in other 

ways, can be seen in David Har-

vey’s theory of “right to the city.”  

Of course, this adaptation may 

be criticized by some who think 
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that two thinkers are diff erent in 

terms of time and epistemology, 

which is predictable and though-

t-provoking, but a comparison of 

two thinkers can be of epistemo-

logical benefi t to our scientifi c 

community, so this article seeks 

By comparing the two theories 

about the ideal city to the diff e-

rences and similarities as well as 

the nested connection of human 

thought to provide a solution for 

a better life.

Abu Nasr Muhammad 

ibn Ozalgh Ibn Tarkhan, known 

as Farabi, was born in 257 AH, 

coinciding with 870 AD, in the 

city of Farab.  Although he was 

from a noble and great family and 

for him there were more oppor-

tunities for a prosperous life than 

others, but he avoided everything 

and in the corner of seclusion 

pondered on the mysteries of life 

and existence (Hashemi, 1351: 

20-29).  Refl ecting on the his-

tory of Muslim social thought, 

it can be acknowledged that the 

fi rst thinker to combine diff erent 

theoretical frameworks was Abu 

Nasr al-Farabi.  Farabi is conside-

red to be the founder of Islamic 

philosophy because he dealt with 

philosophical discussions at a 

time when there was no specifi c 

tradition of Islamic philosophy 

and most of the eff orts were made 

to translate the main works from 

Roman and Greek culture to Isla-

mic culture (Azad Armaki, 1997, 

15-16).  .  Farabi utopia seeks to 

achieve a social order in which 

everyone is in their place in the 

social ranks and the cooperation 

of individuals in achieving the 

goal is formed in its best form.  

In his opinion, there is no confl ict 

and contradiction in Madain and 

he has an organic view of society 

(Azad Armaki, 1374: 223).  Ac-

cording to Farabi, goodness and 

ultimate perfection are achieved 
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fi rst by the urban community and 

not by a society that was less and 

less imperfect (Farabi, translated 

by Sajjadi, 1982: 253).

David Harvey may be 

considered one of the most im-

portant and infl uential experts on 

the idea of the right to the city in 

the contemporary world.  Har-

vey).  And is a rebel city (2012, 

Harvey).  Recognizing that hu-

man rights have become a central 

issue of moral and political im-

portance, Harvey in his book Re-

bel City and the Right to His City 

article challenges the process of 

pursuing them because he sees 

them as individualistic and pro-

perty-oriented in order to overco-

me the hegemony of logic.  The 

neoliberal and liberal markets 

and liberal governmental and le-

gal actions do nothing.  He sees 

property rights and interest rates 

as elements that overshadow all 

other rights, and sees this historic 

time as an opportunity in which 

human rights have taken a col-

lective approach, leading to such 

controversies over collective ri-

ghts as important results, such as   

The rights of women, workers 

and homosexuals (Harvey, 2012, 

2003).  Here Harvey considers 

the right to the city of Lefebvre, 

which is one of the collective ri-

ghts, to be the source of many 

social movements in the world, 

and for a brief defi nition borrows 

it from Robert Park, who created 

the world city in which man is 

condemned to live.  And without 

knowing the nature of work, he 

recreates himself.  He therefore 

considers the right to the city to 

be “beyond the individual’s free-

dom of access to urban resources 

and the right to change ourselves 

by changing the city” (Harvey, 

2003).

 Abu Nasr Farabi and 

David Harvey both try to depict 
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a city in which man achieves his 

actuality and happiness.  But 

each of them is from a diff erent 

theoretical system of metaphor, 

method, obvious principles, pro-

cedure, key concept and ideal 

vision to reach their ideal urban 

example, which makes them di-

ff erent from each other while 

being similar in purpose.  The 

main question of the present stu-

dy is what are the diff erences and 

similarities in the characteristics 

of Farabi and Harvey’s theoreti-

cal systems in explaining the ide-

al city?

The research questions 

are divided into the following six 

sub-questions:

1. On what metaphors 

are Farabi and Harvey’s theories 

of the city based?

2. What methods do Fa-

rabi and Harvey use to explain 

their urban theory?

3. What are the obvious 

principles of Harvey and Farabi’s 

theory about the city?

4. What are the theore-

tical practices of Farabi and Har-

vey about the city?

5. What are the basic 

concepts of Farabi and Harvey 

theories about the city?

6- The ideal cities of Fa-

rabi and Harvey are formed and 

how is it realized?

Conceptual framework

“This study seeks to 

make a comparative comparison 

of the theories of Farabi and Har-

vey, so it seeks to examine the 

dimensions of these theories.” 

A rational model has two com-

ponents:  For some, for example, 

the goal of science is to produce 

truthful explanatory theories.  

Others see it as the goal of fi n-

ding theories that are more use-

ful, or better predict.  The second 
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component of the rational model 

of explanation is the presenta-

tion of a specifi c principle or set 

of principles to compare compe-

ting theories based on available 

evidence.  These principles are 

what is often called methodology 

”(Ashuri, 2016: 79).  Cohen is one 

of the theorists who off ers key 

and important views on science 

and its paradigms, as well as the-

ories, which he off ers regarding 

the interpretation of old theories.  

“Cohen sees the interpretation 

of outdated theories as a herme-

neutic activity.  In this activity, 

the historian, in addition to de-

termining the references, must 

identify those concepts that are 

defi ned together.  In Newtonian 

physics, for example, mass, force, 

and the second law are defi ned by 

each other, not independently.  In 

eighteenth-century chemistry, 

component and principle are de-

fi ned together.  The historian, by 

considering this group of sen-

tences and concepts, must show 

the world that that theory depicts 

(Cohen, 46-44).

 Also, in relation to con-

cepts and words in “Kitcher” 

theories, according to the causal 

theory of reference in the philo-

sophy of language, the general 

method of understanding which 

words have a fi xed reference in 

the language of science depends 

on any instance or event that tri-

ggers the causal chain.  .  Some 

events are proven by explicit des-

criptions, but in some events, the 

word is attached to a present type 

or object.  Based on the theory 

of causal reference, he speaks of 

the referential potential of a wor-

d-type for a scientifi c communi-

ty.  This is why scientifi c terms 

often have complex reference po-

tentials, because diff erent events 

and consequently diff erent cau-

sal chains have led to the expla-
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nation of these terms (Kitcher, 

1983: 695).  In response to Kit-

cher Cohen, he states that the key 

sentences of the old theories in-

clude things that are considered 

only descriptively and cannot be 

translated into the language of la-

ter science (Cohen, 1983: 55-54).

 Rationalists claim that 

they can explain scientifi c change 

and progress. Although their ex-

planations diff er markedly, they 

all emphasize the need to explain 

how to judge competing theories.  

Also, according to the relevant 

and available evidence, choo-

se the best theory from among 

various theories.  Explaining 

them to guide scientists in how 

to decide on competing theories 

and choosing the possibly supe-

rior theory will help our scien-

tifi c progress, and the history of 

science will explain the loyalties 

that have been made to scientifi c 

theories.  They resort to rationa-

list models to provide such an 

explanation.  In them, both the 

purpose of scientifi c action and 

preoccupation are specifi ed and 

the principles and rules of com-

paring theories are known.  Are 

they really incomparable theo-

ries?  The claim of relativists and 

scientifi c skepticism is that we 

cannot compare theories.  As a 

result, I do not have a reasonab-

le reason to consider one theory 

better than another. Accepting 

this view means that in fact we 

cannot choose any belief reaso-

nably and provide logical and 

reasonable reasons for preferring 

one over the other (Ashuri, 2016: 

90)

Each view has a diff e-

rent approach to comparing its 

theories and concepts.  In this re-

search, we do not seek to prove 

the superiority or legitimacy of 

the old or contemporary theory, 

but only a theoretical comparison 
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that according to the structure 

and conceptual elements in the 

dimensions of metaphor, method, 

obvious principles, theoretical 

procedure, basic concepts and 

ideal city of Farabi and Harvey 

theories.  I’ll pay.

Research fi ndings

In the research fi ndin-

gs section, the analyzed content 

of the works of two thinkers in 

the dimensions and elements that 

were introduced based on the 

research method is presented in 

relation to the concepts proposed 

by each of the research methods.

In this research, compa-

rative research method is used for 

several reasons and the research 

tool is content analysis.  General 

conditions of content analysis in-

clude determining the theoretical 

framework, sampling, content 

unit and preparation of analy-

sis classifi cation.  “Conclusion 

about the thought and opinions 

of the subject of study requires 

theory in order to introduce the 

hypotheses and variables under 

study” (Rafi pour, 2003: 119).  In 

this research, the analysis unit is 

two books, “The views of the pe-

ople of the utopia of Farabi” and 

the book “Right to the City” by 

Harvey, which are analyzed and 

compared according to the theo-

retical framework of the research 

and the objectives of the research.  

Classifi cation and analysis of the 

contents of the studied book is 

based on metaphor, method, ob-

vious principles, theoretical pro-

cedure, basic concepts and ideal 

city.  Content analysis is presen-

ted in the next section based on 

this theoretical classifi cation.

Metaphor: A term in 

cognitive linguistics that refers 

to the understanding of an idea, 

or a conceptual domain based on 
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an idea, or another conceptual 

domain.  Like the metaphor of 

organism in the functional struc-

tural school, and the metaphor of 

infrastructure and superstructure 

in Marxism.

Methodology: 

Refers to the methods 

that are used to achieve scientifi c 

knowledge and the methodology 

of each science is the appropria-

te and accepted methods of that 

science to know its norms and 

rules.  Like positivism or objec-

tivism.

Postulate principle:

The accepted principle is in a 

theory that is taken for granted.  

Like the principle of contradic-

tion (Marxism), the principle of 

trade (exchange).

Procedure: A proce-

dure is a chain of actions, tasks, 

steps, calculations, decisions, and 

other processes that, after com-

pletion, provide a specifi c result, 

product, or achievement.  Func-

tionalism, for example, speaks of 

meeting a need.

Concepts

Concepts that explain 

the main point of view of the the-

ory with the help of each other.  

Like dysfunction in functiona-

lism.

Utopianism is the atta-

chment to creating or imagining 

an ideal social order (Ashouri, 

2008, 19).  Armanshahr is an 

imaginary society and an ideal in 

which a perfect system rules for 

the happiness of human beings 

and is free from any evil such as 

poverty and misery, and its pe-

ople have reached scientifi c and 

practical perfection and are free 

from whims and desires (Moein, 

2006: 66).  It is actually a trans-
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lation of the word “utopia”.  The 

word utopia has its roots in the 

two Greek words “entopus” and 

“ontopus”, which mean “good 

place” and “nowhere”, respecti-

vely.

Metaphor: Farabi like-

ns the utopia to the human body 

and brings the equivalent of the 

“heart” in the body to the “fi rst 

chief” in Medina.  He also says 

that just as the members of the 

body are diff erent in terms of 

natural strength, so are the mem-

bers of Medina, in that there is a 

human being as the fi rst leader, 

followed by other members and 

individuals who are close to the 

leader.  After that, there are tho-

se who do their work according 

to their intentions and are in the 

second place.  In the third place, 

there are those who do their work 

according to the intentions of the 

second-class chiefs, and thus the 

components of Medina are clas-

sifi ed, to the extent that they end 

up in classes that only serve.

The diff erence between 

the members of Medina or the 

organs of the body is that in Me-

dina, the diff erence between the 

classes of people is not only due 

to their natures and natures, but 

also their voluntary actions that 

have acquired a body and a place 

in it and caused their diff erence 

(Farabi, 1982, 258-  256).  “And 

the utopia was like a full-bodied 

and healthy body, and it was like 

a body in which all its members 

cooperate for the integrity and 

continuation of animal life and 

its preservation” (Farabi, 1361: 

256).

According to him, the-

re are three classes in the utopia: 

The class of leaders: There are 

those who only preside and have 

no presidency at all.

Servant class: The-

re are those who only serve and 
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have no presidency.

The middle class: those 

who are subordinate to the chie-

fs and chiefs of the subordinates 

after them.  In his hierarchical 

system, he places the greatest 

responsibility of society on the 

middle class and in fact, the ru-

ler and ruler of society, through 

this class, applies all government 

measures in society (Nasar, 1987, 

279).

The two main elements 

in Farabi’s defi nition of the utopia 

are happiness and cooperation.  

He defi nes cooperation in the 

hierarchical and unequal space of 

Medina as cooperation based on 

existential and social levels and, 

fi nally, compromise and compa-

tibility.  Just as the head of the 

body, of course, is the most com-

plete and complete organ, both in 

itself and in the actions that are 

specifi c to it ..., so the head of 

Medina is what is specifi c to him, 

the most complete individuals 

and components of Medina.  Just 

as the part of the heart is present 

in man and then he causes the de-

velopment of other organs of the 

body and causes the strength of 

the organs of the body and their 

order, so the situation of the head 

of Medina is such that he must be 

established fi rst and then he also 

causes the formation of Medina.  

And it becomes its components 

and also causes the acquisition 

of the voluntary properties of its 

components and individuals and 

their order ... and this is the state 

of the beings of the universe (Fa-

rabi, 1361: 262-260).

In Harvey’s theory, the 

city is a metaphor for the infras-

tructure (economy) and the su-

perstructure (the city).  This is in 

a fundamental and radical way.  

Cities have emerged from the 

beginning through the geogra-

phical and social concentration 
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of surplus produce.  Thus, urban 

sprawl has always been a class 

phenomenon, because surpluses 

are taken from and taken from 

someone while surplus control 

is in the hands of a few (such as 

religious elites or warriors with 

imperial ambitions).  This is a re-

latively diff erent scan.  As Marx 

tells us, capitalism is based on the 

constant search for surplus value 

(profi t).  But to produce surplus 

value, investors must produce 

surplus product.  This means that 

capitalists are constantly produ-

cing products in excess of what 

cities’s need to produce.  The 

reverse is also true.  Capitalism 

needs to absorb the urban sur-

plus of the surplus product that 

it is constantly producing.  Thus, 

there is an internal relationship 

between the development of ca-

pitalism and urban growth. The-

refore, it is not surprising that 

the logistics curves of capitalist 

production growth over time 

have been broadly parallel to the 

logistics curves of urban popula-

tion growth (Harvey, 2016: 30).  

In his article and book, Harvey 

expresses a Marxist view of the 

city as a product of the geogra-

phical and social concentration of 

surplus production, and introdu-

ces urbanization as a class phe-

nomenon.  This is where cities 

are taken from humans and enter 

the cycles of capital accumula-

tion, and this trend is evidenced 

by the similarity of the capitalist 

growth curve over time with the 

urban population growth curve 

(Harvey, 2012, 2003).

Here, Harvey cites obs-

tacles to the capitalist path to the 

development of profi table activi-

ty, and sees the need to overco-

me these obstacles as a stimulus 

for the urbanization of capita-

lism.  The working class, but also 

through the middle class such 
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as feminists in the United Sta-

tes and students in France in the 

1970s.  He argues that “in a world 

where consumerism, tourism, 

and the cultural and knowledge-

-based industries have become 

fundamental aspects of political 

economy,” the commodifi cation 

of quality of life will have con-

sequences.  Here, Harvey well 

links political economy to every-

day life, interpreting the contem-

porary urban experience as an 

“aura of freedom of choice in the 

market” to fulfi ll the “desire for 

urbanization.”  He attributes this 

lifestyle to “individualistic, neo-

liberal property-oriented ethics” 

that only result in increased per-

sonal isolation, anxiety, and men-

tal disorders, in an environment 

he sees as one of the greatest so-

cial achievements in human his-

tory to fulfi ll our inner desires.  

Is (Harvey, 2012, 2003)

Thus, in Harvey’s view, 

the city is a superstructure for 

the economy that creates sur-

plus economic growth in cities.  

In addition, Harvey refers to the 

class antagonism in which the 

bourgeoisie seeks to dominate 

the city and the pro-pariah clas-

ses seek to revolt against the re-

capture of the city.  In our time, 

precisely because the process of 

urban regeneration is now on a 

global scale and under the pres-

sure of all kinds of gaps, insecu-

rities and uneven geographical 

developments.  Political respon-

ses will inevitably be much more 

complex.  But the cracks in the 

system are just like when Leo-

nard Cohen sang “What Sparks”.  

Signs of rebellion are everywhe-

re ... Each of these rebellions can 

be suddenly contagious (Harvey, 

2016: 55).

Farabi and Harvey both 

use specifi c and diff erent meta-

phors in their urban theory, me-
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aning that Farabi has an organic 

metaphor and likens society to 

a body that works together, but 

Harvey has an underlying meta-

phor that was previously used in 

Marx’s interpretation.  The eco-

nomic surplus underlies the cre-

ation of the city, and the city is 

a class phenomenon in which the 

bourgeoisie dominates and other 

classes revolt to reclaim it.

Methodolog

Farabi has used both 

exponential and regressive me-

thods in studying intellectual 

issues.  He usually uses the se-

cond method in metaphysics and 

theology, and the fi rst method 

in human and social issues.  In 

terms of communities, he starts 

from the individual and reaches 

the family, the neighborhood, the 

neighborhood, Deh, Medina, the 

ummah, and fi nally the world 

government.  In the nature and 

necessity of civil science, Farabi 

uses the same exponential me-

thod.  By explaining the ends of 

these actions, civil science states 

what properties are worthy of hu-

man beings and how it is possib-

le to provide the ground for the 

acceptance of these properties in 

human beings in order to be per-

manently stable in human beings 

(Mohajernia, 2001: 176-167)  As 

he says in the book of Thoughts 

of the Virtuous City:  Animal 

society is performed by nature 

and instinct and without regard 

to a reasonable goal and purpose, 

while human society is based on 

animal nature and instinct accor-

ding to a rational goal and end, 

and fi nally familiarity with the 

virtues and perfections that are 

worthy and beautiful of a wise 

and prudent man.  And reaching 

and achieving that in fact is worl-

dly happiness and bliss in the life 
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and life of this world and fi nally 

reaching the ultimate and eternal 

happiness in the life and life of 

the other world, ie the Hereafter 

(Hashemi, 1351: 219).

Farabi extends his onto-

logical analysis from the super-

moon to Medina and the world 

of politics, and from Medina to 

hierarchical.  He considers the 

position of the head of Medina as 

the fi rst cause, which, according 

to the hierarchy of intellects, con-

nects the leader of Medina with 

the supermoon and the divine 

world.  In Statistics of Sciences, 

Farabi divides sciences into lan-

guages of science, logic, mathe-

matics, natural and divine scien-

ces (physics and metaphysics of 

nature and metaphysics) and civil 

science, and considers political 

issues as part of civil science and 

civil science as a variety of volun-

tary actions and behavior.  And 

defi nes those properties, morals, 

etiquettes and habits from which 

voluntary actions and behaviors 

originate (Ghaderi; 1379: 140).

Harvey wrote his theory 

of the right to the city alongsi-

de the theory of the right to the 

city of Lefebvre, and both can be 

said to have a Marxist view of 

the mayor.  In his article, Harvey 

expresses a Marxist view of the 

city as the product of a surplus 

geographical and social concen-

tration of production, and intro-

duces urbanization as a class phe-

nomenon.  Explaining the theory 

of the right to the city of Lefeb-

vre, Harvey himself praises Le-

febvre’s dialectic.  Let’s explain 

this renaissance.  What happens 

on the streets, in the heart of the 

city’s social movements, is much 

more important, and Lefebvre, as 

a great dialectician and a lifelong 

critic, unequivocally agreed with 

it ”(Harvey, 2016: 14).

Harvey therefore uses 
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the dialectical method to explain 

himself theoretically, describing 

his dialectical system as follows: 

“Until now we lacked a clear un-

derstanding of the nature of our 

work.  We have created and re-

-created powerful social forces 

... Let’s take a closer look at what 

the capitalist is doing.  They start 

the day with a certain amount of 

money and at the end of the day 

they have more money as a profi t.  

The next day they decide what 

to do with the extra money they 

earned the day before.  They face 

the Faustian riddle: to reinvest to 

make as much money as possible 

or to spend their surplus on en-

tertainment.  Enforced competi-

tion laws force them to reinvest 

... and the result of permanent 

reinvestment is the expansion of 

surplus production.  More impor-

tantly, it requires compound rate 

expansion - hence all logistical 

growth curves (money, capital, 

production, and population) in 

relation to the history of capital 

accumulation.  Capitalist policy 

is aff ected by the constant need 

to fi nd a profi table territory for 

the production and absorption of 

surplus capital, and it faces obs-

tacles in this direction ... and in 

this path, urban growth plays a 

very active role in attracting sur-

plus product, which is constantly 

seeking value for investors.  They 

produce surpluses (Harvey, 2016: 

31-29).

Therefore, according to 

the data analysis, we see that the 

method used by Farabi and Har-

vey is diff erent. Farabi uses the 

exponential method to explain 

the city and uses it to explain hu-

man communities.  But for his 

theoretical explanation, Harvey 

chooses the dialectical method 

in which the existence of surplus 

capital is production (thesis), bar-

riers to investment (antithesis), 
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and the birth of the city (synthe-

sis), which is always produced 

and reproduced.

Postulate principles

The design of Farabi’s 

anthropological, epistemological, 

and sociological debates is based 

on the following principles: Just 

as there is a hierarchy in the sys-

tem of creation, so must hierar-

chy be considered in the study 

of man and society.  Confl ict and 

contradiction belong only to the 

world of nature and the cause of 

this contradiction goes back to 

the celestial spheres. There is no 

confl ict and contradiction in the 

world of humans or the worlds.  

Farabi used the views of Aristotle 

and Plato, who considered man to 

have a certain system and socie-

ty to be systematic.  Knowledge 

of the concepts that were used in 

that era and are also applicable in 

modern social sciences, such as 

voluntary actions and behavior, 

actions and traditions, ummah, 

government, politics, Medina, 

jihad, war, utopia and ignorance, 

is important.  Is) Azad Armaki, 

1374: 223).

Farabi is a philosopher 

who believes in maintaining the 

desired conditions, otherwise it 

is possible for the ideal utopia 

to become an ignorant city.  Fa-

rabi’s deep foundation is on the 

importance of society, but as we 

advance in his theories, we see 

the approach to individuality to 

the extent that he does not even 

consider it serious to reform so-

cial systems, and in the words of 

the author,  The result is that it is 

appropriate that if one of the pe-

ople of the utopia is in a non-uto-

pia, he should migrate to the uto-

pia (if any) (Hashemi, 1382: 41).

He distinguished betwe-

en human and animal society in 
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such a way that animal society is 

done by nature and instinct and 

without regard to a reasonable 

goal and purpose, while human 

society is based on animal nature 

and instinct according to rational 

purpose and end, and fi nally fa-

miliarity with  The virtues and 

perfections that are worthy and 

beautiful of a wise and prudent 

man and the attainment and at-

tainment of that which is in fact 

worldly happiness and bliss in 

the life of this world and fi nally 

the attainment of ultimate and 

eternal happiness in the life of 

the next world, ie the Hereaf-

ter (Hashemi, 1351: 219  Farabi 

considers the signs of collective 

life in four characteristics: many 

individuals and groups, a single 

place, continuity, communication 

and purposefulness (Azad Ar-

maki, 1374: 233).  From Farabi’s 

point of view, society has ranks 

and individuals are each in a spe-

cial rank and position.  The divi-

sion of labor between members 

of society is based on innate ta-

lents and business abilities from 

the highest to the lowest ranks.  

These various levels are regu-

lated by the head of the society 

and are governed by wisdom and 

with full power.  He is not only 

the political ruler of society but 

also the social, religious, cultural, 

economic and military ruler and 

enjoys the highest degrees.  Thus, 

the dominant aspect and the main 

foundation of society is politics, 

which is implemented by the pre-

sidency and is based on the go-

vernment.  It becomes consistent 

with the politics of society and 

with wisdom, politics becomes 

stable and legitimate (Khoshrou, 

1372: 43-37(.

In Harvey’s view, con-

fl ict is the main concept and the 

attempt to change society throu-

gh labor movements is the main 
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way to realize the right to the 

city. Even this confl ict grows 

in a way that becomes a global 

phenomenon.  “Most current 

concepts are individualistic and 

property-based, and in the strict 

sense of the word have nothing to 

do with challenging the logic of 

liberal and neoliberal hegemonic 

markets or neoliberal methods of 

legitimacy and state action.  We 

live in a world where, above all, 

private property rights and in-

terest rates overshadow all the 

legal concepts that can be thou-

ght of (Harvey, 2016: 27).  Cities 

have emerged from the beginning 

through the geographical and 

social concentration of surplus 

produce.  Thus, urban sprawl has 

always been a class phenomenon 

because surpluses are taken from 

somewhere and from someone 

while surplus control is in the 

hands of a few (ibid., 30).

The right to the city is 

something beyond the right of 

an individual or group to have 

access to the resources that are 

crystallized in the city: the right 

to change and transform the city 

is based on the desire of our he-

art.  Moreover, it is a collective 

right, not an individual one, be-

cause the transformation of the 

city inevitably depends on the 

exercise of collective power over 

the processes of urban regenera-

tion (ibid., P. 28).  The city has 

now reached a global scale and is 

under the pressure of all kinds of 

gaps, names and uneven geogra-

phical developments (ibid., 54).

The observed content 

shows that Farabi’s principle of 

hierarchy in the urban system, 

the absence of confl ict in the ur-

ban system and the existence of 

order in which there is a divi-

sion of labor in which everyone 

has their work and duties, in his 

view maintaining the system and 
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the individual in the system  Fa-

rabi city is of great importance.  

Human society by nature is like 

receiving and achieving worl-

dly happiness and happiness in 

the life of this world and fi nally 

achieving the ultimate and eter-

nal happiness in the life of the 

next world, the Hereafter.  In 

Harvey’s view, the system that 

governs the city is a class system, 

and confl ict is the main feature 

of such a system, and the bour-

geoisie has been able to dominate 

other classes, and changing such 

a class system is the main task of 

social movements in the city.  In 

Harvey city theory, the right to 

the city is not an individual right 

but a collective right.

Procedure

According to Farabi, 

man is a social being whose hi-

ghest goal in life is to achieve ha-

ppiness, and for this he needs or-

ganization that he can fi nd in the 

city or Medina.  In his opinion, in 

order to meet the basic and essen-

tial needs of life and the degree of 

perfection and superiority related 

to group biology and community, 

groups know groups in a single 

and continuous place with each 

other.  According to him, the way 

of human creation is the reason 

for the need for society, and this 

need has two natural and biolo-

gical aspects and attainment of 

moral perfections and virtues.  

He does not consider this need as 

a coercive thing, but believes that 

social life is the means and con-

dition for the emergence of per-

fection (Khoshrou, 1372: 42-40).  

According to Farabi, cooperation 

and prosperity are the two main 

elements of the utopia.  In his 

defi nition of happiness, he says: 

Happiness is absolute goodness 

and everything that is useful in 
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achieving happiness is not good 

in essence, but its goodness is in 

terms of the benefi ts that come 

with achieving happiness, and 

vice versa, whatever in some way 

prevents  Achieving happiness 

is absolutely evil (Farabi, 1358, 

144).

Farabi has studied 

communities at two levels: fi rst, 

the general level and in terms of 

geographical criteria; Commu-

nities at this level are divided 

into two types, complete and 

incomplete.  Complete commu-

nities, including large, medium 

and small, are able to meet their 

needs, but incomplete communi-

ties, including ten, neighborhood, 

dormitory and home, are not able 

to meet their needs.  Farabi be-

lieved that the wider the scope 

of a society, the more complete 

that society would be, and that it 

would be able to rule over needs 

smaller than itself.  The second is 

the specifi c level and according 

to the doctrinal and practical cri-

teria; In his view, “the best good 

and ultimate perfection is fi rst 

achieved by civil society.”  He 

also classifi es communities ac-

cording to the type of presidency 

and their goals and objectives, as 

well as based on the views and 

opinions of the people.  Farabi 

calls a society whose main goal 

is cooperation in matters that 

lead to charity and achieving ha-

ppiness a utopia, and a commu-

nity whose main goal is to turn 

a person away from happiness 

and bring him closer to evil and 

evil, a non-utopia city.  Named 

(Khoshrou, ibid .: 47-46).

 The people of each city 

work together to achieve com-

mon goals, and each city may be 

a means to happiness or misery.  

The city in which the real pur-

pose of society is to cooperate 

in matters that lead to the attain-
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ment of true human happiness is 

called the utopia.  In the utopia, 

there is a person named the head 

of the utopia, and he must have 

the qualities and characteristics 

that are more complete and supe-

rior to the characteristics of the 

people.  He must be able to ensure 

the well-being of the people, and 

the other members, in their turn, 

serve him directly or indirectly.  

If there is a gap in the system of 

the utopia and its head does not 

have the necessary conditions, 

the head of the utopia will no lon-

ger be the head of the utopia and 

his utopia will not be the utopia 

(Davari Ardakani, 1374: 183 and 

Farabi, 1361: 261-260)

 It depicts today’s cities 

apart, fragmented and prone to 

confl ict, in which the ideals of 

urban identity, citizenship and 

a sense of belonging are threa-

tened.  In these scattered cities, 

Harvey considers the possibility 

of the formation of progressive 

movements in such a city unlike-

ly, and introduces the separation 

of these movements from each 

other as an important cause of 

this ineffi  ciency.  The city pulls 

and expresses the absorption of 

surplus requires violence, and 

they attribute it to the class stru-

ggle that has always been the dri-

ven class in the economy and po-

litics of the losers of this confl ict.  

Babian argues that urban social 

movements, unlike the fi nancial 

system, are not closely related to 

each other.  And their response 

is: “Democratic control over the 

production and use of surplus.”  

Which is the right of the city.  In 

his article, he considers the need 

to achieve this alliance in the for-

mation of global struggles, which 

are mainly struggling with fi nan-

cial capital, and although it fi nds 

it diffi  cult to organize, it provides 

the conditions for it.  He sees a 
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step towards unifying these stru-

ggles as focusing on the “mo-

ments of creative destruction” in 

which the economy of pathologi-

cal accumulation of wealth goes 

back to the economy of expro-

priation, and that is where the ri-

ght to the city is realized.  He sees 

this right as both a practical slo-

gan and an all-political ideal that 

brings us back to Lefebvre, who 

insisted that the revolution must 

either be urban or not.  (Harvey, 

2012, 2003)

 As the mentioned con-

tent points out, Farabi considers 

the necessary procedure to reach 

the utopia to be cooperation and 

collaboration to achieve prospe-

rity in the city.  If one day this 

leader fails to prove his worthi-

ness, then the utopia will be in-

validated.  In Howeri’s view, in 

order to achieve the right to the 

city, global movements must be 

concentrated.

 Basic Concepts

According to the content 

presented, the following concepts 

can be mentioned in Farabi and 

Harvey theories:

 Hierarchy, order, so-

ciety as body, duty and function, 

utopia, chief, servants, middle 

class, large, middle, small, expo-

nential method, social man, mee-

ting needs and natural nature in 

Farabi’s theories and class socie-

ty, contradiction He mentioned 

urban growth, surplus produc-

tion, bourgeois domination, the 

right to the city, the patriarchy, 

the proletariat, surplus globaliza-

tion, urban movements, property, 

moments of creative destruction, 

the democratic control of capital 

and capitalism.

Utopia
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Reza Davari says in his 

book “Age of Utopia” about the 

defi nition of “utopia”: “Utopia is 

a Greek word meaning Lamka-

ni.  It is meant in the dictionary 

of a country or a state as imagi-

nary and ideal, but it seems to be 

a mere earthly and human city, 

and according to the defi nition of 

utopia, it can be said that utopia 

is a dream city whose people are 

free from any suff ering and ulti-

mately  They lived in peace and 

comfort (Davari, 2006: 25).

According to Farabi, the 

goal of the utopia is to ensure 

the well-being of human beings.  

“People in Medina work together 

to achieve common goals, and 

each Medina may be a means to 

happiness or misery.  The city in 

which the real purpose of socie-

ty is to cooperate in matters that 

lead to the true happiness of hu-

man beings is called the utopia.  

In the utopia, there is a person 

called the head of the city, and 

he must have the qualities that 

are more complete and superior 

to the characteristics of the peo-

ple, he must be able to ensure the 

well-being of the people, and the 

other members each serve him, 

directly or indirectly.  If there is 

a gap in the system of the utopia 

and its head does not have the 

necessary conditions, the head of 

the utopia will no longer be the 

head of the utopia and his city 

will no longer be the utopia.

According to Farabi, the 

purpose of human creation is to 

achieve the happiness of the here-

after, and in order to achieve this 

happiness, one must fi rst know its 

meaning and aim for it, and then 

one needs to know the deeds that 

directly lead to happiness and 

to them.  To act.  But no human 

being by nature knows happiness 

and the way to achieve it, but ne-

eds a guide and a teacher, and of 
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course it is not in the ability of 

every human being to be a guide 

to other human beings.  A person 

who does not need the guidance 

of another person in this regard 

and is himself the guide of others 

is called the boss (12: 78).  He is 

the Imam and the fi rst head of the 

utopia, the head of the utopia and 

the head of all people.  No human 

being has his status and dignity, 

except someone who by nature 

has twelve qualities: 1- Health of 

physical perfection 2- Strength of 

perception and speed of imagina-

tion 3- Power of memory 4- Cle-

verness and alertness 5- Being 

eloquent 6- Loving education 

and teaching  7- Moderation in 

eating, drinking and intercourse 

with women and abstaining from 

play and play 5- Loving the truth 

and the truthful and the enemy of 

lies and liars 9- Being noble and 

loving greatness  - Lover of justi-

ce and being an enemy of oppres-

sion and oppressor 12- Having 

the power of will and patience.

According to Farabi, 

citizens fall into diff erent cate-

gories in the utopia. “The utopia 

is like the human body, which 

is equivalent to the heart in the 

body of the fi rst leader.  Just as 

the members of the body are dif-

ferent in terms of natural powers, 

so are the members of Medina, in 

that there is a human being as the 

fi rst chief, and after him, there 

are other members who are close 

to the chief.  Then there are tho-

se who do their work according 

to their intentions and are in the 

second place.  In the third pla-

ce, there are those who do their 

work according to the intentions 

of the second-class chiefs, and 

thus the components of Medina 

are classifi ed, to the extent that 

the lower class should serve and 

be servants, not servants. The 

diff erence between the members 
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of Medina and the organs of the 

body is that in Medina, the diff e-

rence between the classes of peo-

ple is not only due to their nature 

and the medicine of their alle-

giances, but also their voluntary 

actions that have acquired a body 

and property in them and caused 

their diff erence.

According to Farabi, the 

people of the utopia have com-

mon things that everyone should 

know and act on, as well as other 

things that are specifi c to each 

particular rank and class, and 

their happiness depends on the 

practice of these two things.  As a 

result of performing these deeds, 

each person has a special virtue 

and carnal possessions, and the 

repetition and continuity of those 

deeds make his body and posses-

sions stronger and superior, so 

that in the end, they reach a le-

vel of perfection that eliminates 

the need for belonging to matter.  

With the disappearance of matter 

disappears, not even when matter 

is needed.  Thus, the population 

of the citizens of the utopia will 

be in eternal bliss after death.

After describing the do-

mination of surplus production 

and its role in urban sprawl and 

the domination of the bourgeoisie 

over the city, Harvey describes 

the conditions in which his ideal 

city is formed.  A homogeneous 

urban policy that had previously 

been threatened by the disease 

of the spread of neoliberal indi-

vidualistic morality is very diffi  -

cult.  Even the idea that the city 

can function as a collective phy-

sical policy, a place in the heart 

of which and from which pro-

gressive social movements can 

emerge, becomes at least seemin-

gly increasingly unlikely.  Yet, in 

fact, all sorts of urban social mo-

vements are clearly overcoming 

these isolations and wanting to 
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reshape the city to a diff erent so-

cial image than what the power of 

builders is backed by the increa-

singly business-minded fi nancial, 

corporate and local government 

structures.  The city is depicted.  

Even relatively conservative city 

administrations are looking for 

ways to use their powers to ex-

periment with new ways of both 

urban production and democra-

tization of governance (Harvey, 

2016: 45).

Harvey then asks a fun-

damental question for the theo-

retical construction of his ideal 

city: Is there an urban alternative, 

and if so, where does this alterna-

tive emerge?

To answer such a ques-

tion, Hari states, “Nevertheless, 

the absorption of surplus throu-

gh urban alteration has an even 

darker aspect.  This requires re-

peated attacks on urban infras-

tructure through “creative des-

truction.”  This has more or less 

always had a class dimension, 

because it is usually the poor, the 

underprivileged, and those who 

have been marginalized from po-

litical power who suff er fi rst and 

foremost from this process.  Vio-

lence is necessary to achieve a 

new urban world on the old ruins 

... In comparison with the chan-

ges in the fi nancial system, in our 

time it is precisely because the 

process of urban regeneration is 

now global in scale and under the 

pressure of all kinds of gaps, in-

securities and uneven geographi-

cal development.  The political 

response will inevitably be com-

plicated ... Signs of insurgency 

are everywhere, and any of these 

insurgencies can suddenly beco-

me contagious.  But unlike the 

fi nancial system, the urban and 

suburban social movement oppo-

ses, many of which exist around 

the world, no local connection at 
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all.  In fact, many have nothing to 

do with each other at all ... (and to 

spark) it needs something more 

systematic.  But if the various 

opposition movements come to-

gether in some way - for exam-

ple, around the poem “Right to 

the City” - then what should they 

demand?

The answer to this ques-

tion lays the foundation for his 

right to the city: Harvey states: 

“The answer to the latter ques-

tion is simple: more democratic 

control over the production and 

use of surplus.  Since the urban 

process is the main channel of 

exploitation, then the right to the 

city is through the establishment 

of democratic control over the 

organization of surpluses throu-

gh urban regeneration.  Having 

a surplus product is not a bad 

thing: in fact, in many situations, 

a surplus is necessary for suffi  -

cient survival. Throughout the 

history of capitalism, part of the 

surplus value created through 

taxation has passed to the gover-

nment.  The surplus was placed 

under government control.  The 

whole neoliberal project over the 

past thirty years has been about 

privatizing control of the surplus 

... It is only eff ective if the gover-

nment itself is reformed and pla-

ced under the democratic control 

of the people ...  We have not seen 

a coherence to embrace all of this 

in the 21st century ... These mo-

vements still need to converge on 

a single goal of gaining more con-

trol over surplus use (regardless 

of the conditions under which it is 

produced).  A step that, while by 

no means a fi nal step in unifying 

these struggles, is to pay atten-

tion to those moments of creative 

destruction that are forcibly ba-

sed on the economy of wealth ac-

cumulation economics and then 

declared by the dispossessed to 
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have their right to the city.  The 

right of the dispossessed to chan-

ge the world, change their lives, 

and rebuild the city according to 

their heart’s desire.  This collec-

tive right, both as a slogan and as 

a political ideal, brings us back 

to the age-old question of who 

commands the internal link be-

tween urban sprawl and surplus 

production and use.  Perhaps this 

is why more than fi fty years ago, 

Lefebvre had the right to insist 

that the revolution in our time 

or the city should be or is not 

(Hawry, 2016: 59-45).

Farabi’s ideal city is a 

place where man reaches worldly 

and otherworldly happiness. In 

Farabi’s ideal city, people work 

together to achieve happiness, 

and this cooperation takes place 

according to the hierarchy that 

exists in that city.  In Farabi’s ide-

al system, the boss has a very im-

portant role and other citizens are 

important according to the boss, 

who is the heart of the city, and 

they adjust their work and duties 

according to the boss, who has 

characteristics that enable him to 

lead other people to happiness.  

has it.  In the ideal city of Fara-

bi, human beings perform deeds 

according to which each person 

has a special virtue of carnal 

body and properties, and the re-

petition and continuity of those 

actions make his body and pro-

perties stronger and superior, so 

that they fi nally reach a level of 

perfection that belongs to them.  

They do not need matter and, as a 

result, they do not disappear with 

the destruction of matter, nor do 

they need it even when matter 

exists.  Thus, the population of 

the citizens of the utopia will be 

in eternal bliss after death.

But the ideal city for 

Harvey is very diff erent from 

the ideal city of Farabi.  Harvey’s 
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ideal city is formed to control the 

surplus of production that domi-

nates the city, even in the global 

sense, and to do so Harvey pro-

motes social movements in the 

sense that the movements must 

unite and revolutionize against 

the global union of capitalists 

and control after the revolution.  

Democratic over production 

surplus.  According to Harvey, 

surplus production will be very 

positive if it is controlled demo-

cratically.  Harvey argues that in 

order to unite these struggles, it 

is important to pay attention to 

those moments of creative des-

truction that are forcibly based 

on the economy of amassing 

wealth in the economy of accu-

mulation of wealth and then the 

expropriation of the city by the 

expropriated - the expropriated.  

On changing the world, changing 

lives, and rebuilding the city ba-

sed on their heart’s desire.  This 

collective right, both as a slogan 

and as a political ideal, dictates 

the internal link between urban 

sprawl and surplus production 

and use.  Thus the ideal city of 

Harvey ends with the domination 

of those who have been expro-

priated over the surplus of pro-

duction.

Conclusion

The main question of 

the research was what are the 

similarities and diff erences in 

the theoretical characteristics 

of Farabi and Harvey in explai-

ning the ideal city?  In fact, the 

aim of the research is to make a 

comparative study of Farabi and 

Harvey’s theoretical apparatus 

about their ideal city.  According 

to the theoretical framework and 

dimensions proposed in the rese-

arch methodology of the theore-

tical system, in this section, the 
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opinions of two thinkers in the 

identifi ed dimensions of the ide-

al city are presented and fi nally 

their results are presented in a fi -

nal table.

Farby’s theoretical me-

taphor is an organic one in whi-

ch the city is likened to a human 

body, each performing its duties 

according to its position to the 

fi rst chief (heart), whose mem-

bers are divided into three clas-

ses, the chief class, the servants, 

and the middle class.  Achieving 

happiness works together.  But 

in Harvey’s metaphorical theory, 

the city is a metaphor of a buil-

ding in which there is an infras-

tructure (economy) and a supers-

tructure (city) in which there is a 

surplus of power that creates and 

recreates this building.  Thus, the 

city is a class phenomenon that 

has been taken from man, and 

people who have been deprived 

of property must create move-

ments to regain the city.

 In terms of methodolo-

gy, it was found that in his stu-

dies, Farabi uses an exponential 

method to explain his ideal city 

and social issues.  .  But Harvey 

uses the dialectical method to 

explain his urban theory in such 

a way that capital is considered 

(thesis), investment barriers (an-

tithesis) and the birth of the city 

(synthesis) that this dialectical 

process continues and even beco-

mes a global phenomenon.

 Farabi’s principle of 

hierarchy in the urban system, 

the absence of confl ict in the ur-

ban system and the existence of 

order in which there is a division 

of labor in which everyone has 

their work and duties, in his view 

maintaining the system is very 

important and the individual in 

the urban system Farabi is very 

important Enjoys.  The human 

community is by nature a de-
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sire to attain and attain worldly 

happiness and bliss in the life of 

this world, and fi nally to attain 

ultimate and eternal happiness 

in the life of the next world, the 

Hereafter.  In Harvey’s view, the 

system that governs the city is a 

class system, and confl ict is the 

main feature of such a system, 

and the bourgeoisie has been 

able to dominate other classes, 

and changing such a class system 

is the main task of social move-

ments in the city.  In Harvey city 

theory, the right to the city is not 

an individual right but a collecti-

ve right.

 Farabi considers the 

necessary procedure to reach 

the utopia to be cooperation and 

collaboration to achieve prosperi-

ty in the city.  The chief cannot 

prove his worthiness, so the uto-

pia is invalidated.  In Howeri’s 

view, in order to achieve the ri-

ght to the city, global movements 

must be concentrated.  Harvey 

believes that democratic control 

over surplus production is ultima-

tely achieved through revolution. 

Here, those who have been ex-

propriated play a major role.  The 

basic concepts that shape their 

theories in Farabi and Harvey’s 

theories are: hierarchy, order, so-

ciety as body, duty and function, 

utopia, boss, servants, middle 

class, large communities, mid-

dle, small, exponential method, 

human  Social, natural needs in 

Farabi’s theories of class society, 

confl ict, urban sprawl, surplus 

production, bourgeois domina-

tion, right to the city, patriarchy, 

proletariat, surplus globalization, 

urban movements, property, mo-

ments of creative destruction, re-

volution, democratic control  Ca-

pital and capitalism pointed out.

 Finally, in comparison 

with utopia or the ideal city of 

two thinkers, it can be said that 
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according to Farbi, the ideal city 

is a place where man achieves 

worldly and otherworldly ha-

ppiness. That city is happening 

there. In Farabi’s ideal system, 

the boss has a very important role 

and other citizens are important 

according to the boss, who is the 

heart of the city, and they adjust 

their work and duties according 

to the boss, who has characteris-

tics that enable him to lead other 

people to happiness. Has it.  In 

the ideal city of Farabi, human 

beings perform deeds according 

to which each person has a spe-

cial virtue of carnal body and 

properties, and the repetition and 

continuity of those actions make 

his body and properties stronger 

and superior until they fi nally re-

ach a level of perfection.  The po-

pulation of the citizens of the uto-

pia will be in eternal bliss after 

death.  But the ideal city for Har-

vey is very diff erent from the ide-

al city of Farabi.  Harvey’s ideal 

city is formed to control the sur-

plus of production that dominates 

the city, even in the global sense, 

and to do so Harvey promotes so-

cial movements in the sense that 

the movements must unite and 

revolutionize against the global 

union of capitalists and control 

after the revolution.  Democratic 

over production surplus.  Accor-

ding to Harvey, surplus produc-

tion will be very positive if it is 

controlled democratically.  Har-

vey argues that in order to unite 

these struggles, it is important to 

pay attention to those moments 

of creative destruction that are 

forcibly based on the economy of 

amassing wealth in the economy 

of accumulation of wealth and 

then the expropriation of the city 

by the expropriated - the expro-

priated.  On changing the world, 

changing lives, and rebuilding 

the city based on their heart’s de-
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sire.  This collective right, both as 

a slogan and as a political ideal, 

dictates the internal link betwe-

en urban sprawl and surplus pro-

duction and use.  Thus the ideal 

city of Harvey ends with the do-

Table (1) Comparison of the theoretical systems of Abu Nasr al-Farabi and David Harvey

Research Question Abu Nasr Farabi David Harvey

Metaphor
the organism, the city as the human body
each of the members of which performs
its duties and cooperates with each other.

Infrastructure (economy), superstructure
(city), surplus production of the creative
and re-creating force of the city. The city
of class phenomena.

Methodology
Expansionary (individual, family,
dormitory, neighborhood, ten, city,nation
and world government)

Dialectical (thesis capital, the barriers to
capitalism, the antithesis, and the rise of
the city of synthesis, which is becoming a
global phenomenon)

Principles Hierarchy
Existence of order and non-contradiction
Division of work and function
Maintaining the system
Desire for prosperity

Class system
Contradiction
The domination of the bourgeoisie
Revolution

Procedure cooperation for happiness
Coordination with the first boss
Competencies of the first boss
Perform tasks according to the
individual's position in the hierarchy
Repeating actions to achieve worldly and
otherworldly happiness

Uniting world movements
Use creative destruction moments
Revolution by expropriation
Democratic control over production
surplus

Basic concepts Hierarchy
Order
Society as a body
Duty and function
Utopia
Small, medium, large community
Exponential
Social man
Satisfaction
The natural nature

class city
Contradiction
Urban birth

Production surplus
The domination of the bourgeoisie
Right to the city

Pericaria and proletariat
Globalization of surplus
Urban movements
Ownership
Creative destruction moments
Revolution
Democratic control of capital
Capitalism

U i Th l hi ldl d h l f d i i ll d

mination of those who have been 

expropriated over the surplus of 

production.  Table (1) is presented 

in order to clearly deal with the 

comparative results of the two 

thinkers.
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p
Utopia The place to achieve worldly and 

otherworldly happiness 
Guiding the people by the first boss 
Persistence in actions in the utopia to 

reach the level of perfection 
The prosperity of the population after the 
death 
 

the surplus of production is controlled 
democratically 
Expropriation of the ruling class 
The rule of the expropriated over the city 
Change of life and city according to the 

heart desire of the citizens 
 

Finally, in general, it can 

be said that Farabi and Harvey’s 

views on the fate of building a 

city are the most ideal conditions 

for the people who live there, but 

they take a diff erent and some-

times contradictory view on the 

type and manner of building this 

ideal city.  In his ideal city, Farabi 

has more order and function and 

following the worthy leadership 

of the city, and fi nally sees the 

city as the hereafter and religious 

bliss that human beings reach, so 

he has a more conservative and 

moral-religious and functionalist 

point of view.  But in his ideal 

city, Harvey has a more contra-

dictory and class view in which 

the aim is to change the system 

of domination that has shaped the 

city in their favor, and in this way 

the best way to unite the move-

ments and realize the revolution 

is to regain control of the city.  

Thus, Harvey’s view is more of 

a materialist and contradictory 

view, which sees the realization 

of its ideal society in democratic 

control over capital.  Therefo-

re, in the end, it can be said that 

despite observing the general si-

milarity in the attitude towards 

the ideal city, Farabi and Harvey 

have diff erent and contradictory 

views regarding the mayor.
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